
Maliton V. Musa-m-mat Biln Bersatan.{' )̂ and in 
~RvcHA Nilanihar Jha v. Chandradhari Singhi^). Those

Seam ca,ses ai'ose out of exactty similar facts and, as in the
before us, it was contended that the rent suit 

was a fraudulent one to obtain a fraudulent ex parte 
Balgobini) decree. Whether this allegation be true or not the
S'iNGH. issues of fact as to the transfer of the holding and

Comti'XFA- consent of the landlord should be properly tried 
Tekeell, after admission as a defenda,iit of the intervening 

party and there is no need to defer the trial of these 
issues for separate and later proceedings. I would, 
therefore, in cases nos. 590 and 591 reject the appli
cations with costs and in no. 618 I would allow the 
application with costs and direct that the intervening 
party be admitted as a co-defendant. In cases nos. 
590 and 591 the Munsif has in the presence of the 
plaintiff investigated and come to a finding on the 
evidence and that finding need not be disturbed. In 
case no. 618 the issue of fact as to the alleged transfer 
and recognition of the intervening party must be tried 
at the hearing of the rent suit.

J a m e s , J .—-I agree.

Ride discharged in nos. 590 and 591.
Rule made absolute m no. 618.
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CHOUDHUBI GOVINDA CPIANDKA DAS

Apri l ,  24.

HAYAG-EIBA UPADHAYA.-^

Hindu Jaw— father executhuf security bond for the 
honesty of another— son or grandson, whether liable— -plea, 
■whether can he successfully taken after joint family property 
sold in execution of decree against father.

■•̂'• Circuit Court, Cuttack. Appeal from Original Decree no. (5 of 
1928, from a decision of M . E . A. Khan, Subordinate Judge of 
Cuttack, dated the 23rd April, 1928.

(1) (1925) 8 Pftt, L. T. 300, {%) (1934).10 Pat, L. T. 442.
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Altliouo'h a Hindu son may be liable to pay debts 
contracted by the father on account of his standing surety 
for payment of money lent or for delivery of goods, he is Govinca
not bound to pay debts incurred by the father by being C h a n d r a  

surety for the honesty or good behaviour of another.

TukaranihJiat v. Gangaram. Mnlclhand Gujar(i-)^ Maharaja Hayagkiba 
of Benares v. Ram Kumar M issiri^ , Satya Char an Chandra 
V . Satpir MaJianty Ĉ ), followed.

W here, therefore, the father with others executed a 
security bond for a certain sum, by which he hypothecated 
the joint family property and stood surety for the appointment 
of one M  as guardian to lier minor brother, and the bond 
recited, inter alia, as follows :—

“  Further as stated above we Granesh Upadliaya, Purosotiim 
Upadhaya and Narain Upadliaya, tlie sureties for the appointment of 
Malati Debya as guardian, do hypothecate our properties noted below 
as security on this condition that if the said Malati B ebya, or any 
person acting on her behalf, commits v ’-aste or damage or misappro
priates, steals, squanders away, loses, improperly uses or destroys, 
injures or transfers on account of fraud or (illegible) or carelessness 
or insolvency, the property of the said m inor or any portion 
or pcrtions thereof during the period of lier guardianship, the loss 
that may be caused to the said property or any portion or portions 
thereof can be remedied and compensation can be recovered from our 
aforesaid properties.”

Held, that the security bond Avae for the honesty of the 
guardian, and not for the payment of a debt, and that, 
therefore, the liability of the suret}^ could not, under the 
Hindu Law , be enforced against the ancestral property in 
the hands of the son or the grandson.

H eld, Im theT, that such a plea can be successfully taken 
by the son even after the property has been sold in execution 
of a decree against the father.

Satya Chamn Chmidra v. Satpir M ahanty0), iollow-ed.

Brifnath Prasad v. BindeslviDari Pramd Singhi^ duJid̂ ' 
Ghhakauri Mahton y . Ganga Prasad{&), diBtinguMiei.

(1) (1898) I. L. E .  23 Bom, 4S4.
(2) (1904) I , L . R .. 26 All. 61L : ■
(3) (1918) 4 Pat. L . J. 309.
(4) (1925) 86 Irid. Gas. 791.
(5) (1911) I . L . B- 39 Cal. 86g,
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Ĉ vindT was an appeal by defendants nos. 1, 3 and
Ch.«»ba 4 in a suit which was instituted by the plaintiffs-

Das respondents under the following circumstances.

upIdhaS! On 22nd October, 1914, one Malati IDebya applied 
to the District Judge of Cuttack for being appointed 
guardian of one Lingaraj Das, her minor brother.
On the 23rd January, 1915, the application of Malati
Debya was granted and she was directed to furnish 
security for a sum of Rs. 10,000. Such security was 
ultimately furnished by defendant no. 10, who was the 
father of plaintiffs nos. 1 and 2 and grandfather of 
plaintiff no. 3, and two other persons Narain and 
Purusottam on the 13th September, 1918. On that 
date these three persons along with Malati Debya 
herself executed a security bond for a sum of 
Rs. 10,000 and by means of the bond defendant no. 10 
as well as the other sureties hypothecated some of 
their properties. On the 2nd December, 1918, the 
minor Lingaraj Das died and the defendants 1 to 4 
and the father of defendants nos. 5 to 9 succeeded 
to his estate as reversioners. On the 31st May, 1921, 
the District Judge assigned the security bond to the 
defendants who sometime later brought two account 
suits against Malati Debya and the three sureties 
including defendant no. 10 and ultimately a final 
decree was passed fixing the amount payable by Malati 
Debya at Rs. 19,116 and odd and directing that the 
amount for which the bond had been executed be 
realised by the sale of the properties hypothecated 
under the security bond if the amount was not paid 
within a certain time. When the defendants pro
ceeded to sell the properties, the plaintiffs brought 
the suit out of which the present appeal arose and 
prayed for a perpetual injunction restraining the 
defendants from selling the properties mentioned in 
the Schedules Za and Kha attached to the plaint. 
The properties in Schedule Ea were said to be the
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D a s

ancestral properties of the plaintiffs, and those men- _______
tioned in Schedule Kha were said to be the properties gkoudhotj 
purchased out of the joint funds of the family and 
from the income of the ancestral properties. The 
main ground upon which the plaintiffs sought to 
avoid the sale of the properties was that the surety HiYAOKiBA 
debt contracted by defendant no. 10 was not binding Upadhaya. 
upon them. As, however, the prayer of the plaintiffs 
to stay the sale was not granted and the properties 
were sold during the pendency of the suit, the 
plaintiffs amended their plaint and added a further 
prayer for recovery of possession.

The suit was resisted by the defendants 1 to 9 
on a number of grounds. The main pleas of the 
defendants, however, were these:—

“ (I) that the properties mentioned in both the Schedules attached 
to the plaint were the self-acquired properties of defendant no. 10;
(3) that the plaintiffs were under a pious obligation to discharge the 
liability of defendant no. 10; (3) that the security bond was for the 
benefit of tlie fam ily and the plaintiffs were bound by it and {4\ that 
the disputed properties having already been sold in execution of the 
decree passed on the basis of the security bond, the plaintiffs co\ild 
not impeach the sale except on proof that the debt by defendant 
no. 10 was illegal or im m oral.”

The Subordinate Judge held {1) that the 
properties in Schedule Ka were the ancestral pro
perties of the plaintiffs as alleged by them and those 
mentioned in Schedule Kha had been acquired from 
the joint family funds and that the plaintiffs were 
not bound to pay the surety debt as defendant no. 10 
had stood surety for the honesty of the guardian and 
the bond, dated the 13th September, 1918, was tainted 
with illegality. On these findings he decreed the suit 
and held that the plaintiffs were entitled to recover, 
possession of their share of the properties,

E. K. Ray, for the appellants.
D. Kar, for the respondents.
F a z l  A l i , J. (after stating the facts set out 

above proceeded as follows:)
Now, the plea that the properties mentioned in the 

plaint were the. self-acquired properties gf defendant



p-essed before us and the fiiid- 
Ci»riJHURi 01 tlie learned Subordinate Judge Y\'hicli is adverse 

Govinda to tlie defendants on tliis point has not been questioned.
The learned Advocate for the appellants, however, has 

' attempted to argue amonp’ other things that the 
HiY.AGiiiB.i security bond executed by defendant no. 10 was for 
i:-padh.4ya. tiig benefit of the entire family and was as such bind- 

]7azl upon the plaintiffs. He has laid some stress in
Atr, J. this connection upon the fact that the defendant no. 10 

was admittedly an old servant of Lingaraj’ s family 
gind it is pointed out by him that this defendant has 
admitted in.his evidence that he would not have con
tinued to be in service if Malati Debya had not been 
appointed guardian. These facts, however, standing 
by tliemselyes are not suffi.cie.nt, in my opinion, to 
justify a finding that the • security bond was neces
sarily for the benefit of the family and I agree with 
the learned Advocate for the respondents that it has 
not been conclusively establislied in this case that the 
bond was either for legal necessity or for the benefit 
of the family.

The crucial question in the case appears to me 
to be whether having regard to the terms of the bond 
it can be said that the debt contracted under it was 
of such a character tha:t the plaintiffs could be made 
liable for it under the bond. This raises the general 
question as to how far ancestral or joint family 
properties in the hands of sons or grandsons are 
liable for a debt contracted by their father or grand
father as a surety. It appears that at one time the 
law on the point was not very clearly understood and 
tliere was some doubt as to whether sons V\̂ ere com
pellable to pay the debts incurred by their father as 
a surety. The question, hov/ever, was discussed 
somewhat elaborately by Eanade, J., with reference 
to the original texts, in Tulmram Bliat v. Gangaram 
Mnlcliand Gugciri )̂ and has also been dealt with in 
several subsequent decisions. It appears now to be

23 Bom. 454, .................
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F a z l  

Am, J.

settled law that of the four classes of siirety-clebts 
referred to by Vrihaspati, while a son is'liable to pay CHouDFtmi 
debts contracted by a fiitlier on account of Ms sta'iiding aovixDA
surety for ‘-payment of m,oney lent or for delivery of Chaisbba 
goods, lie is not bound to pay debts incurred by'tlie 
father by being snrety for the afpeara'nce or for the Hayagrtba 
honesty of another. \See Tuharam Bhat y. Ganga- Upadhava. 
ram Mulcha,nd GugarQ)-, Maharaja of Benares v.
Ram Kumar Missiri^i Satya CharaM Chmidra v.
Sat f ir  Wla.hanty( )̂ and Brijnath Praska-d v. Bindesh- 
wari Prasad. Singh.

The main question which is tlms to be decided 
in this appeal is whether the securitjr bond with which 
we are concerned in this case was a bond for the pay
ment of a debt or for the honesty of the guardian 
Malati Bebva. It might be noted here that a con
fusion may sometimes arise if instead of looking to 
the essence of the transaction or the principal terms 
of the bond one goes on to a,ttacli midue importance 
to small details or bare suijtleties. For example, if 
a debtor does not deliberately re-pay the loan he has 
contracted, he may be said to be acting dishonestly 
and one who stands a surety for the repayment of 
the loan may be said to be, in a sense', surety for the 
honesty of the borrower. Similarly, if a person 
receives money as a trustee and commits breach o f  
trust by refusing to pay it to the persons entitled 
to receive it, that amount may well be said to be due 
from the trustee and he who guarantees against the 
dishonesty of such a trustee' may also be said in a 
sense to guarantee that the amount found due from 
him would be repaid by him. The fact. However, 
remains that there is a broad and substantial distine- 
tion between the /two classes; of sureties and' in order 
to find out whether a: particular transaGtion belongs' 
to the: one class or the other, one will in each, case;

(1) "(1898) I. L. R ; \23 Bom. 454.: : ;
(2) (1904) I. L . R . 26 All. 611.
(3) (1918) 4 Pat, L . J. 309.

; (4) (X925) 86 lud. Cas. 791.



1930. î Q refer to tlie terms of the bond itself and the
circumstances of the case. The bond Exhibit 1, 

govind=v with which we are concerned in this appeal, is not
■ Chanoea very artistically drafted and there was considerable 

discussion at the bar as to whether it is to be regarded 
Hayagrib.v as a bond- for honesty or for payment of such amount 
Ut'.vDHAYA. as might be found due from the guardian. On a 

Fwl careful reading of the docimient I find that it consists 
Am, J. of two important clauses. By one of these clauses 

the three sureties as well as Malati Debya undertook 
to be personally liable for a sum of Rs. 10,000 and 
also made all their properties including those 
hypothecated by the three sureties liable for that 
sum. This clause, it may be stated, also governs two 
other minor clauses Vvdierein the conditions under 
which the bond was not to be in force are set out. 
The second important clause concerned the three 
sureties only and stated the conditions under which 
the properties hypothecated by them were to be held 
liable for the loss, if any, sustained by the estate. 
It runs as follows :—

“  Further, as stated above we Ganesli Upadhaja, Purusottam 
XJpadhaya and Narain Upadliaya, the -sureties for the appointment of 
Malati Debya as guarditra, do hypothecate our properties noted below 
as security on this condition that if the said Malati Debya, or any 
person acting on her behalf, commits waste or damage or 'misappro
priates, steals, squanders away, loses, improperly uses or destroys, 
injures, or transfers on account of fraud or (illegible) or carelessness 
or insolvency, the property of the said, minor or any portion or portions 
thereof during the period of her guardianship, the loss that may be 
caused to the said property or any portion or portions thereof can 
be remedied and compensation can be recovered from our aforesaid 
properties.”

Now, I regard this latter clause as the most 
important clause because evidently the defendants 
sought to enforce that clause against the sureties by 
asking for a mortgage decree against them and the 
Court also granted them a mortgage decree apparently 
relying iipon this clause. It also appears that in the 
course of the account suit Malati Debya set up several 
false pleas to avoid payment of the amounts which

100 THE INDIAN LAW KEPORTS, [VOL. X,
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were said to liave come into Iier hands but those pleas 
were negatived by the Court. Keeping these facts choudhuki 
as -well as the general tenor of the docinnent in view Govinba 
I have no doubt in my mind that defendant no. 10 
had been made liable because he had stood surety for 
the honesty of Malati Debya who ŵ as found to have HiYAGpjii.i 
dishonestly retained certain sums of money which she 
should have reimbursed to the estate of the minor fazl 
and, therefore, in my opinion the Court below was Ali, j. 
correct in holding that the plaintiffs’ share in the 
property hypothecated ŵ as not liable for the surety 
debt incurred by defendant no. 10.

I have quoted the hypothecation clause in the 
bond in extenso because it at once distinguishes the 
present case from the case of Brij Nath Prasliad v. 
Binclesliwari Prasad Singhi}) wdiich was much relied 
upon by the learned Advocate for the appellants. It 
is true that the facts of that case appear at first sight 
to be very similar to the facts of the present case, 
because in that case also a guardian appointed under 
the Guardian and Wards Act being rec|uired to 
give security had found a surety and the question 
arose whether the liability of the surety could under 
the Hindu Law be enforced against the ancestral 
property in the hands of his heirs. It was decided 
in that case that the heirs were liable for the surety 
debt incurred by their grandfather, but Ross, J., who 
delivered the judgment in that case (in which Kulwant 
Sahay, J. concurred) clearly pointed out that there 
was no basis for the finding of the Munsif that the 
security bond recited that the grandfather stood 
surety against embezzlement or misappropriation on 
the part of defendant no. 1 and that “  it was not ; 
suggested that there was any reference in the bond 
to embezzlement or misappropriation” . In this 
case, however, in the clause which I have reproduced 
from the bond reference has been made to more than 
one of the possible acts of dishonesty o f which the

—  ' (1) (1925) 86 Ind. Cas- ~  "



1930. guardian miglit be guilty; and it was to insure against
such acts of dishonesty that tlie properties had been 

GoviND.k hypothecated.
learned Advocate for the appellants next 

V. relied on the case of Clihahauri MaMo.n v. Gang a
S'Idhiyi" but in niy opinion that decision also does

'■ not help him much. The question that arose in that 
Fazl case was whether a decree, obtained by a person

Alt. j. against a Hindu father, for damages on account of 
injury done to his crops by the obstruction of a 
channel through which he was entitled to irrigate his 
lands, in such circumstances that it could not be said 
that the act of the judgment-debtor vv̂ as one of wanton 
interference with the rights of the decree-holder, 
could be enforced against his son and the question 
was answered by Mookerjee and Carnduff, JJ. in the 
affirmative. Mookerjee, J., in the course of a very 
elaborate judgment, referred to two classes of cases 
relating to the liahility of a Hindu son to discharge 
the debt of hie father, when such debt consisted of 
money misappropriated by the latter. After refer
ring to several apparently conflicting decisions on the 
subject the learned Judge proceeded to reconcile 
them as follows—

“ These cases, however, may possibly be recon
ciled if we recognise the distinction between a 
criminal oifence and a breach of civil duty. In the 
first three cases, the father, ŵ as guilty of criminal 
misappropriation as regards sums of money for which 
he was accountable; while in the second set of three 
cases, the father merely failed to account for the 
money received by him, and liis faikire to do so 
constituted nothing more than a breach of civil duty. 
The distinction is real though refined, and was 
recognised in Medai Tinmalaya'pfa. Moodeliar v,
Veerabudrai^).......... ................ The case last mentioned
consequently supports the view that, where the taking

a) (1911) I. L. R. 89 Cal. 862.
(2) (1909) 19 Mad. h. J. 769,
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qiient misappropriation by the father cannot ciis- ceoudhgri 
charge the son from his liability to satisfy the debt; Govikoa 
but the position is di.ffereiit if the money has been 
taken by the father and raisappropriated under 
circumstances which render the taking itself a -Hâ’agriba 
criminal offence.”  r-pADHAVA,

The learned Advocate for the appellant laid j 
great stress upon this passage; but it must be pointed '
out that what Mookerjee, J. was dealing with there 
was not a surety debt or a, debt which was incurred 
by the father in the interest of a stranger: but he 
was dealing with a class of debts which accrued by 
reason of the father himself having misappropriated 
or failed to account for ■ money belonging to others.
A  careful reading of the judgment, in that case will 
show that Mookerjee, J. was careful' enough to 
regard surety debts as a distinct class of debts 
altogether. At page 869 after referring to a number 
of original texts the learned Judge says as follows—

“ I f  the provisions of all these texts are 
sunmiarised, the result appears to be that the debts 
which a son is not under any obligation to pay may 
be grouped as follows:— (i) debts due for spirituous 
liquor, ('«) debts due for lust, (iii) debts due for 
gambling, {iv) unpaid fines, (;«) unpaid tolls, use
less gifts or promises without consideration or made 
under the influence, of lust or wrath, {vU) suretyshijj- 
debts, (viii) conmiercial debts, and (1 )̂ debts that are 
not vyavaharika.”

Again at page 875 he says as follows—
Beference was made at the bar to -decisions 

upon the question of theliability of avson to satisfy 
a suretyship-debt; of his, father, and mention was 
made particularly of the cases o f . . . I t  is not 
necessary, however,: to discuss for our present purpose 
the question of the liability of a Mitakshara ’son for



the suretyship-debt of his father, because the deter- 
Chofdhuri mination of that question depends upon the inter- 

Govinda pretation of special texts, specially the text of Vishnu, 
which defines the different kinds'of sureties, namely, 
for appearance, for honesty, for debt and for delivery 

Hayagbiba of the debtor’ s efect.”
UPADHAYA. -g suretyship-debts must

Fazl be regarded as a class by themselves, and are not 
Ali, j. necessarily to be governed by any principles that may 

have been laid down in connection with other classes 
of debts. In my opinion the learned Subordinate 
Judge was right in relying on the case of Satya 
Charan Chandra v. Satfir Mahantyi^) That decision 
is authority at least for two propositions (i|) that a 
son will not be liable for a debt incurred by the father 
on account of his having stood a surety for the 
honesty or good behaviour of another person and 
( )̂ that such a plea can be successfully taken by the 
son even after the property has been sold in execution 
of a decree against the father.

I have dealt so far only with the legal aspect of 
the case which in fact is the only aspect with which 
we are concerned in this appeal, though I might 
mention that on facts also the decision of the learned 
Subordinate Judge does not appear to be either a 
hard or an inequitable one. As will appear from 
my statement of the facts of this case, Lingaraj Das, 
the minor, died less than three months after the 
execution of the surety bond and it appears that 
defendant no. 10 made an application to the Judge 
shortly after the death of the minor that he was no 
longer responsible for the acts of the guardian. I am 
also told that the defendants have successfully pro
ceeded against the other two sureties and apparently 
most of the defendants or their guardians do not seem 
to be dissatisfied with the decision of the Subordinate 
Judge, considering that there is no appeal before us 
on behalf of the defendants 2 and 5 to 9.
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In my opinion tlie suit has been rightly decided 
by the learned Subordinate Judge and the appeal 
must be dismissed with costs.

1930.

J a m e s , J .— I agree.

Choubhuei
G o V E s'D A

C h a n d r a

D as

A ffea l dismissed. hayI&eiba
TJpadha'̂ a.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
F a z l

Aiii, J,

Before James and Chatterjee, JJ.
PAKM ESHAE M IS S m

DHORI AHIR.^

Bengal Tenancy Act, 1885 {Act V III  of 1885), section  
37— enhancement of rent, suit for— applicatmi for ivith- 
drawal— plaintiff permitted to witlulram, subject to payment 
of costs until liberty to bring fresh suit— costs if not paid, suit 
to stand dismissed— costs not paid— second suit brought 
within  15 years— dismissal, whether on merits— section  37  ̂
whether a bar— Code of Civil Procedure, 1908 (Act V of 
1908), Order X X I II , rule 1, tuhether applicable.

D  brought a suit for enhancement of rent which he wished 
to withdraw on the 16th of August, 1927. The order of the 
trial court was that the suit might be withdrawn with per
mission to bring a fresh suit, if the defendant’s costs were 
paid within fom'teen days, but that if the costs should not 
be paid within that time, the suit should stand dismissed. 
The costs were not paid with the result that the suit stood 
dismissed on the 30th of August, 1927. In the meantime 
the plaintiff instituted the present suit on the 25th of August, 
1927, The defendant contended that the suit ha'ving been 
instituted within fifteen years was barred under section 87, 
Bengal Tenancy Act, 18S5.

* Appeal from  Appellate Decree no. 1582 of 1928s from a deoieion. 
of A. C. Davies, E sq., i.c.s., District Judge of Shaiiabad, dated the 
17tii September, 1928, reversing a decision of Babu Uma Eanta 
Pras-bad Sinha, Munsif of Sasaram, dated the 23rd Deceniber  ̂ 1927.

a
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